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to Higher Education 
through Technology  



Learning styles slide and different types of students now  

Student landscape is changing 
Accessibility is key 

Increasing expectations 

Student satisfaction              
is the overarching theme 
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Diverse needs require diverse channels  

52% 

Channel choice 
Want “Immediate access to a well-trained 
employee e.g. someone to talk to on the 
phone or face to face….” if… 

There is a crisis and 
you need a solution to 
a problem with a 
product or service e.g. 
reporting a fault 

 

You want to complete 
a routine, mundane 
task e.g. paying a bill  

You are looking to 
improve your lifestyles 
by the purchase of a 
product or service 

 

I do simple things via 
website or app, and call for 
more complex issues 
(60%, 2015) 

2014 

If organisations always offered different channels to 
meet my needs 81% 

Start a customer service conversation in social media 
but then transfer to a phone call if you choose, 
without having to dial 

If I could order products and get customer service 
through organisations’ Facebook pages 

Make a call to an organisation using Skype from an 
internet enabled device 

69% 

58% 

57% 

48% 

How interested would you be in the following initiatives from organisations? 

62% 
30% 

24% 

61%  
I change how I contact an 
organisation depending on 
my situation (65%, 2015) 

Sharing your social media profile with your bank/ 
supermarket/ utility so they had better information 
about you and can give you better customer service 



Together, we can achieve  
a smarter digital future… 

Responsive Campus 



What is a Responsive Campus? 

SMART ENERGY 

SMART CONNECTIVITY 

SMART GOVERNANCE 

SMART SECURITY 

SMART BUILDING 

SMART GOVERNANCE 

Reviewing lecture content on the move 

Reviewing lecture 
content on the move 

SMART CONNECTIVITY 

SMART CONNECTIVITY 

Connected University busses Smart parking 

Smart street lighting 

Outdoor 5G 

Temperature monitors,  
smart building efficiencies 

Mobile application alerting lecture 
changes whilst on the move 

SMART NOTIFICATIONS 

SMART NOTIFICATIONS 
Mobile application alerting lecture 

changes whilst on the move 

SMART GOVERNANCE 
Digital Signage using IOT for parking  

SMART WAYFINDING 
Digital Signage for free desks, free cafes 

SMART GOVERNANCE 
IOT for smart estate management - Bins  

Surveillance Solutions from BT, to 
ensure safer to smarter campus 
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The Environment 

Smart Energy 



Upon arrival 

Smart Wayfinding 



Open Day 

Smart Building 



On campus 

Smart Notifications 
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Reception 

Smart Recruitment 



How can this phenomenon 
happen, sir? 

Is there a specific location                   
for this? 

Who discovered this? 





Together, we can achieve  
a smarter digital future. 




